
Better Financial Outcomes 



 Enacted on December 19, 2014 as part of The 
Tax Increase Prevention Act of 2014 

 ABLE Plans fall under a new Section 529 (529A) 
of IRS Code 

 “a tax favored savings program through which 
contributions may be made to the account of an 
eligible disabled individual to meet qualified 
disability expenses.” 

 “also receive favorable treatment for purposes 
of certain means-tested Federal programs.” 



 In general, money accrued in ABLE accounts 
will not affect SSI, Medicaid and other federal 
means-tested benefit programs 

 Earnings on ABLE contributions would be 
tax-free as long the funds are used for 
qualified expenses 

 Up to $100,000 would not be counted as a 
resource for SSI purposes 

 Total contributions will have an annual limit 
(currently $14,000 for 2015) 



 Disability onset must have occurred before 
the age of 26 

 Proof of disability includes:  

 Receiving Social Security Disability Insurance 
(SSDI) or 

 Receiving Supplemental Security Income (SSI) or 

 Receiving a disability certification under rules IRS 
proposes 



 Currently no limitation on who/what can contribute to 
an ABLE account  
 There is language in the rules that businesses and 

corporations can donate to an ABLE account 
 For 2015 maximum of $14,000 per year can be 

contributed 
 Based on annual per-donee gift tax exclusion 
 Calculated annually by IRS 

 The account can accrue more than $100,000 but any 
amount over can be counted as a resource by means-
tested programs 

 Overall aggregate amount is $310,000 for 529 
programs in Oregon (2015) 



 Any expenses made for the benefit of the 
designated beneficiary and related to the 
disability, including but not limited to:  
 education, housing, transportation, employment 

training and support, assistive technology, and 
personal support services, health, prevention and 
wellness, financial management and 
administrative services, legal fees, expenses for 
oversight and monitoring, funeral and burial 
expenses… 



 Only first $100,000 will be disregarded 
 If amount is over $100,000 the beneficiary 

will NOT be terminated from SSI, but will be 
suspended until the ABLE funds drop below 
$100,000 

 Expenses on housing will likely reduce 
beneficiaries payment by 1/3 

 $733 max payment reduced to 488.67 

 1/3 reduction is standard SSI policy 



 A beneficiary will NOT lose access to 
Medicaid even when SSI is suspended 
because of funds being over $100,000 

 Medicaid payback provision applies and any 
assets remaining in an ABLE account upon 
the death of beneficiary must be used to 
reimburse the state for Medicaid payments it 
made on behalf of beneficiary 
 This is a standard Medicaid policy and not specific 

to ABLE 



 Oregon approved an ABLE program in 2015 
 It was approved under Senate Bill 277 
 It will likely not be ready to implement until 

January/2017 
 Michael Parker, Executive Director of  the 

Oregon 529 College Savings Network is in the 
process of putting together a rules/policy 
committee and is actively seeking members 

 https://olis.leg.state.or.us/liz/2015R1/Measures/
Overview/SB0777  
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 Let friends, family and businesses know that 
ABLE will be available in Oregon beginning 
January 2017. 

 Suggest that significant donations can be made 
to ABLE accounts and financial and/or tax 
planning may be useful 

 If not connected to SSA benefits help individuals 
to accrue evidence of a disability and/or get 
connected to an eligibility expert 

 Keep updated on rule/policy changes 
throughout 2016 
 



 Individual Development Accounts (IDA) 
 In Oregon a 3 to 1 match is often available 

 Different areas of the state have different IDAs 
available 
▪ List is available at: https://oregonidainitiative.org/ 

 IDAs are available for such things as education, 
employment, assistive technology and purchasing 
a home 

 https://oregonidainitiative.org/ 

 http://www.vidaoregon.org/what-ida  
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 Be an Oregon resident 
 Be at least 12 years old 
 Have a household income 200% of the 

poverty line 
 Net worth of less than $20,000 
 Can save regularly (at least $25 a month for a 

minimum of 6 months) 
 Willing to complete a financial education 

classes and gain skills 
 



 Plan to Achieve Self Support (PASS) 

 A Supplemental Security Income (SSI) work 
incentive 

 A savings plan for work related goals 

 Once approved can allow a person to save far 
more than $2000 

 Money that is accrued must be used EXACTLY as 
designated in the plan 

 Spending must be closely tracked 



 1. Have a detailed discussion with participant and employment team about 
employment goals and determine if additional funding is need to help the 
person achieve the goal 
 

 2. Do a preliminary assessment with the participant and employment team to 
determine if PASS is a good fit for the participant 
 

 3. Contact the SSA’s PASS Specialist and present the PASS proposal and get 
initial input on the feasibility of the PASS proposal. 
 

 4. If needed, assist the participant with the completion of the PASS application. It 
is important that the participant be involved and is informed. 
 

 5. Submit the PASS to the SSA’s PASS Specialist and wait fore response. 
 

 6. Once PASS is approved, if needed, assist the participant with good record 
keeping and be prepared to provide financial information to the PASS specialist 
on a monthly basis. 



 It is critical that a discussion happens about a person’s 
employment goal with the assumption that funding the 
goal is not an issue. 
 Participants will sometimes unnecessarily limit their goals 

because they think it is financially unrealistic. 
 Determine how much funding has already been 

committed to the employment and decide with the 
participant how much more will be needed 
 SSI is ALWAYS the payer of last resort and so there is an 

expectation that the participant will seek other sources of 
funding first. Taking out a loan or going into debt is not a 
requirement. 

 Determine what EXACT actions will need to occur in order 
for the individual to achieve the goal.  



 The following questions will help determines a person’s 
readiness for a PASS. 

 #1 Do you have expenses that you need assistance paying for to 
reach your vocational goal? 

 #2 Does your vocational goal involve eliminating your need for 
SSDI or reducing your need for SSI over time? 

 #3 Do you have money other than SSI to set aside now or in the 
near future? 

 #4Can you live on what you on the remaining balance of your 
monthly income after you set aside your PASS contribution? 

 #5 If not already eligible for SSI, can you meet all of the eligibility 
requirements? 

 #6 Are you able to or have the necessary support to manage a 
PASS, such as manage a PASS bank account, track PASS expenses, 
keep detailed records, follow PASS milestones and communicate 
with the PASS Specialist when required? 



 It can be very helpful to first call and talk 
directly to the PASS Specialist about the 
participant’s PASS proposal. 

 The PASS Specialist can give you some initial 
insight about the feasibility of the PASS and 
possible issues that may come up during the 
review of the application. 

 You can contact the PASS Specialist if you 
have questions while completing the PASS 
application. 



 Remember that the goal of the PASS is to 
eliminate the need for SSDI benefits and/or 
reduce the need for SSI benefits over time. 
 All questions should be answered with the above goal 

in mind. The focus should not be “what’s in it for the 
participant”, but “what’s in it for SSA”.  

 SSA is funding a PASS by allowing the participant to 
have more SSI check (or becoming eligible for a SSI 
check) by not counting income/resources that the 
participant is putting into the PASS. 

 How will SSA benefit in the long term by funding a 
PASS? 

 



 Answer the questions carefully and accurately. Remember SSA is 
trying to decide if it makes sense to give the participant additional 
benefits that would not normally be provided. 

 Answers should clearly show that the applicant understands the 
employment goal and the possible barriers that may need to be 
overcome to achieve the goal. 

 Answers need to clearly show that the employment goal is 
feasible based on the participants experience, education, abilities 
and support. 

 A detail plan with action steps that the person has taken and/or 
will take to reach the goal. 

 Sometimes a participant can be compensated for expenses that 
have occurred before the PASS was actually approved. The 
beginning date of the PASS should be the date the participant 
started working towards the employment goal. 
 



 Part of the PASS application is to clearly show that the 
PASS budget will finance the employment goal. 

 The budget needs to be established based on the 
action steps in the plan. A beneficiary may need to 
save for several months before the first action step 
can be taken. 
 For example, if a vocational program requires a $2000 

tuition, the participant will need to have at least $2000 in 
the PASS and thus it may take several months to accrue 
the funds in the PASS account. 

 The budget MUST make sense and the PASS Specialist 
should be contacted if assistance is needed. A PASS 
Specialist may have a preferred spreadsheet or other 
document to help detail the budget. 



 Detailed record keeping is an absolute must when a PASS is 
being implemented. 

 The PASS Specialist may ask for records on a monthly basis. 
 Funds can ONLY be spent on approved expenses. Any money 

spent on non-approved expenses will have to be paid back to 
SSA. 

 Check with the PASS Specialist about expectations and 
communication preferences. 

 A PASS can be amended and so its important to stay in 
communication with the PASS Specialist as the needs of the 
participant changes. 

 A PASS that is not monitored correctly can be a cause of 
significant overpayment that will have to be paid back to SSA. 



 There is a lot of great information about PASS 
online: 

 SSA Websites: 
 https://www.socialsecurity.gov/disabilityresearc

h/wi/pass.htm 
 http://www.ssa.gov/pubs/EN-05-11017.pdf 
 Cornell: 
 http://www.passonline.org/ 
 The University of Montana Rural Institute: 
 http://www.passplan.org/  
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Feel free to call the WIN Help Desk for additional 
information about “all things benefits counseling”! 
 
Gene Rada 
eugene.e.rada@state.or.us 
503-945-6264 
 
Paula Fitch 
paula.fitch@state.or.us 
503-947-5469 
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